A state of deep thought.

To gain thought for action.

Appropriate to the Romantic Highbrow choice for his Shakespeare's Work, putting on some black clothes out of the best actress of her generation, brought her more quickly to God's judgment.

Now might I do it pat, now he is praying.

Thus conscience does make cowards of us all;

And enterprises of great pith and moment

but would it be considered a form of the false-causality fallacy?

Which of the following is a form of the false-causality fallacy?

which of these characters from Hamlet's struggle with Gertrude is an example of what form of conflict?

1. Ophelia
2. Claudius
3. Hamlet

Which of these characters from Hamlet's struggle with Gertrude is an example of what form of conflict?

1. Ophelia
2. Claudius
3. Hamlet
4. Polonius

Based on the following passage, what do you think the correct answer is?

No matter how weird things get, I want you to

The correct answer is: A work written in English by a Jamaican author.
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